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This article specifically addresses, either as an introduction to, or as a
review of, mental preparation & attentiveness, in a deliberate effort to
increase the success of Park Rangers assigned to wilderness emergency

medical services (EMS), search and rescue (SAR), wildland fire, rotary/fixed-
wing aircraft and/or law enforcement operations.  Training in mindfulness is one
of five developmental areas of human experience, which encompasses the
domains of: (1) physical readiness, (2) mental toughness & clarity, (3)
emotional depth & control, (4) awareness & intuition and (5) the indomitable
warrior-spirit (kokoro).1

As with most things in life, the key to healthy and productive human
development lies in establishing balance among these five primary and integral
domains.  Obviously, this capacity for self-mastery is of critical importance to
Park Rangers who perform seemingly otherwise “routine” and repetitive tasks,
as demanded by their profession, in often complex and high-stress situations,
where failure is not an option.
Because of their inter-connectedness, there is the additional benefit that

development and advancement in one domain leads to growth within the other
areas.  In other words, as we develop the capacity to control and efficiently use
our minds, we also master other dimensions within ourselves. 
The problem, from my perspective as a law enforcement trainer/instructor, is

that “routine,” repetitive tasks emerge as a continuing threat to the
effectiveness and safety of our officers, and the public they serve.  While the
majority of our daily lives are governed by routine, affording us the opportunity
to “free our minds” and do other things (often simultaneously), the danger of
poor habits and established routine become an invitation to mindlessness.  
Mindlessness may be described as the mental state in which the mind

generates a constant swirl of remarks and judgments which create a barrier of
words and images, separating people from their lives (e.g., “lost in thought,”
“loss of focus,” “absent-minded,” “tuned-out,” “preoccupied,” “lack of
concentration,” or simply “not there”), governed by both habit and inattention.
This condition makes it difficult to be mindful, or attentive, to life’s experiences
- especially when these experiences demand our immediate attention and
intuitive/trained response. Instead, apathy, denial, complacency and a false
sense of security can arise, diminishing our ability to respond/react accordingly.  
For example, recall the last time you operated a motor vehicle and travelled a

significant distance without any conscious recollection other than you were on
“auto pilot.”  Or, the fact that the majority of our conscious time, we are either
pre-disposed to think about what happened in the past (although we cannot
alter it) or what may happen in the future – all the while, inattentive that what
is happening now – the only period of time we have the immediate capacity to
effect change within.
With advancements within the disciplines of Neuroscience and our

understanding of traditional contemplative practices, we know that we can use
our mind to change our brains to change our minds for the better – a concept
known as self-directed neuroplasticity.2 The development of mindfulness – the
mental capacity to attentively observe an experience as it unfolds in a moment-
by-moment awareness, devoid of the usual and constant commentary and
conceptualizing, is our desired goal. 
“In the fields of observation, chance favors only the

prepared mind.” 3
The exceptional service and protection you perform everyday as a Park

Ranger involves a certain element of chance, inherent within the demands of
the profession.  The fact that you are assigned to a specific geographic area,
working a particular shift, within whatever ambient weather, lighting and
topographical conditions that are present, working solo, or as part of a team,
encountering a subject(s) during either a proactive or reactive (dispatched)
encounter – all of these, and more, are variables not immediately within your
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capacity to control.
If scripted in a mathematical formula of statistical probability, the variable

that significantly determines success or failure, even life or death, when
confronting incidents and situations otherwise largely dictated by the
element of chance, is the prepared mind.  As Park Rangers, the most
immediate method of preparing your mind is through training (formal, or
informal) and experience (directly, or indirectly).
Through the proper preparation of the mind, our training and experience,

and the appropriate application of both, the element of chance (i.e., luck,
fate, destiny, fortune, providence, etc.) becomes less threatening and
devastating in its potential consequences as we emerge as an active (verses
passive) participant within the event(s).  There is an element of established
control within the situation(s), in which, as attributed to the Roman
philosopher Seneca, “Luck is what happens when preparation meets
opportunity.”   Similarly, as credited to Branch Rickey, “Luck is the residue
of design.”  That control within the external world is, first and foremost, the
direct result of us effecting control interiorly, within ourselves, through
intentional preparation. We take responsibility for our state of readiness –
literally, our ability to respond. Despite our understanding that the world is a
chaotic and often dangerous place, within our profession, preparation
through continuous training and refinement of skill is the key, not paranoia.
For purposes of this article, we can compare situational awareness (SA)

to the concept of mindfulness.  Through our experience we know that
situational awareness (SA) is a dynamic and fluid concept – the ability to
collect, compare/contrast, store and retrieve relevant information, while
accurately predicting future events based upon that information.
Furthermore, SA is difficult to maintain in the long-term and is easy to lose
with competing demands upon available resources.  This is especially true

for the sole first responder – sustaining attention and vigilance over
prolonged periods of time - especially during highly-stressful and complex
operations.
As a Park Ranger, you have, no doubt, received numerous hours of formal

and informal training, within a variety of disciplines.  However, all of the
training, knowledge, skill, ability and supporting technology in the world is
useless if it cannot be applied when needed, and under the circumstances
existing at the time. For example, as a law enforcement officer, if you do not
observe the impending launch of an attack by a suspect(s), because of loss
of attention or focus, you will be behind the reactionary/response curve and
your ability to dominate the event. Action is, invariably, faster than reaction.

THE OODA LOOP  
As a student of tactical operations and military history, Colonel John Boyd
(USAF)4 understood the significance of interpersonal human conflict as time
competitive events – whether aerial dog fights, close quarter battle (CQB),
or the management of critical incidents/events.  The OODA Loop, also
referred to as Boyd’s Cycle, consists of four distinct, but interrelated stages,
each constituting a cycle.  In conflict, each adversary begins by Observing
their situation, the environment and their opponent.  The second stage is an
Orientation to the situation – wherein perspective is gained from the
observed situation.  The third stage is the formulation of a Decision, based
upon all the factors present at the time of the observation.  Finally, the
implementation of the decision is manifested through Action.  This cycle
continues to repeat itself throughout the course of the conflict – flowing from
Observation, to Orientation, to Decision, to Action – easily remembered
through the acronym OODA.
The OODA Loop model assists us in understanding that the adversary
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who can consistently flow through the cycle faster than his opponent, gains
the tactical advantage.  Ultimately, the faster an adversary can dominate
the ability of his opponent to observe, orient, decide, and/or act – the
greater the tactical freedom to determine the outcome of the conflict.
Initiative, then, follows the faster adversary.  But this initiative can only be
accomplished through mindfulness – a smooth running OODA Loop
translates to effective situational awareness (SA).

COLOR CODES OF AWARENESS
Another significant model to assist us in regulating our mindfulness, or
situational awareness (SA), is the concept of Color Codes, used to designate
our level of awareness to potential/actual threat(s).  Most models are based
upon the pioneering work of Colonel Jeff Cooper (USMC)5, with variations.
For example, a model offered through the Calibre Press Street Survival
Seminar in1990,
consisted of the
colors White, Yellow,
Orange, Red and
Black, and is still
widely used.
Condition White
represents a lack of awareness, total relaxation, obliviousness to one’s
surroundings, daydreaming. In Condition White, there is no preparation for
a response to a threat(s).  
Condition Yellow is a state of relaxed awareness and alertness – this is the
mental level we want our first responders operating at, as it at least
corresponds to the first stage of the OODA Loop – Observation. 
Condition Orange is a state of heightened awareness – you are aware of
something that is (at least potentially) wrong.  Total alertness, strategic
planning, focusing upon the threat(s).  This may correspond to the second &
third stages of the OODA Loop – Orientation and Decision.  
Condition Red is the state of awareness where there is positive
identification of what is wrong and an appropriate response to it.  This is full
combat, where training and experience are crucial.  Condition Red may
correspond to the third and fourth stage of the OODA Loop – Decision and
Action.  
Condition Black represents a state of non-awareness where one is in denial,
panic, misdirected frenzy or paralysis due to the presence of the threat(s).  It
may also represent injury and the inability to respond, frozen/immobilized
with fear, or death.
As a model, the Color Code system assists us in making more efficient

and effective tactical decisions, through a progressive transition from
Condition Yellow, to Condition Orange, to Condition Red.  Transitioning from
Condition White to Red may not be possible, because the lack of situational
awareness resulted in our inability to effectively and appropriately respond
to the threat(s) when finally identified.  Instead, finding ourselves in
Condition White may result in a transition to Condition Black, wherein we
are tactically ineffective.

OBSERVE - ORIENT- DECIDE - ACT

"Fear makes men forget... and skill which cannot
fight is useless." 
- Brasidas of Sparta, 429 BC

“A man surprised, needs an instant to collect his thoughts and defend
himself; during this instant he is killed if he does not run away.”
- Ardant du Picq

DEVELOPING MINDFULNESS THROUGH BREATHING
Developing mindfulness is not an easy task, nor one for the faint of heart, as
it requires consistent practice and dedication to develop.  Traditional
Chinese literature often describes the human mind as a monkey –
unsettled, capricious, inconstant, indecisive, and uncontrollable.  Other
descriptions compare the mind to a bottle of muddy water – where our
thoughts are swirling and chaotic.  In both cases, the monkey mind can be
tamed, and the muddy mind can be settled as the metaphorical sediment of
thought simply falls to the bottom – becoming both clear and serene.
One technique, employed within traditional martial arts systems and

tactical officer training is using the breath as a focus for attention – a fixed
place, an anchor, to direct our attention and increase our capacity for
mindfulness. A four-count breathing exercise, also referred to as box or
tactical breathing, emphasizes intentional control of the breath and our level

of awareness.
As long as we are

living, the breath is
always present.  As a
result, the breath is
something to which we
can return – no matter

where we are – when our minds begin to wander.  Attending to the
inhalations and exhalations during breathing brings profound calmness to
the body and focuses our awareness.
•Find a quiet space where you will not be interrupted, sit straight in a chair,
placing your feet flat on the floor while relaxing your hands – either palms
up, or palms down within your lap.  In as much as possible, be at ease
(without or minimizing tension) while maintaining a good body posture.
•Close your eyes and mouth and inhale slowly through your nose, mentally
counting to four as you inhale, expanding your abdomen.  Hold your breath
for a mental count of four, allowing your lungs to expand and settle.
•Open your lips slightly and slowly exhale for a mental count of four,
allowing the abdomen to contract.  Hold the emptiness for a mental count
of four.  Repeat the exercise, ideally for the duration of four minutes.
There are several immediate benefits to this seemingly simple practice,

including a more relaxed state, a re-training of the body to breathe more
effectively, and a slowing of the heart rate due to the action of the
parasympathetic nervous system while exhaling.  However, after a short
time, your attention may begin to wander as thoughts and judgments flood
the brain.  When this happens, simply observe the fact that your mind has
strayed, and then return your attention to the breath.  This is the
fundamental practice of developing concentration – the capacity to stay
attentive to a single thing.  In learning to concentrate we will repeat the
process many times – when, invariably, the mind strays, we return to the
breath.  Don’t be overly self-critical – which will only agitate the mind and
defeat our intended goal.
Taming our minds in this manner is not an end to itself.  Our goal is to

increase mindfulness, gradually strengthening our capacities for
concentration and awareness.  Additionally, deliberately and intentionally
controlling our attention – anchored to the breath – to be one hundred
percent present within the practice of the four count exercise and, more
importantly, equally present when all hell breaks loose, or “when the fecal
matter hits the oscillating rotor.”6 "We do not rise to the level of our
expectations, we fall to the level of our training." - Archilochus, Greek
Soldier & Poet, C. 650 BC

“Of all the things I’ve lost, I miss my mind the most”
– Mark Twain
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The human mind is more than the
activity of the brain.  It is more than the
one hundred billion neurons and
approximately five hundred trillion
synapses, constituting a three pound
mass of matter within the skull, which
utilizes twenty percent of the body’s
glucose, oxygen and blood flow,
generating between ten and twenty-
three watts of electricity when awake.
As professionals, our passion for learning is the primary tool for our

effectiveness and survival.  However, with regard to the development of
mindfulness, studying the practice is no substitute for practicing the
practice.  In other words, mindfulness becomes cultivated by simply and
deliberately paying attention – despite the inherent difficulty in being
attentive.  Due to limitations on space, the reader is encouraged to
independently research the principle concepts contained within this article.
Reference material is listed within the end notes.

END NOTES
1  Referred to as The Five Mountains
– Unbeatable Mind, Foundations Course, SEALFIT Founder and Retired
SEAL Commander Mark Divine.
2  Using the Mind to Change the Brain, Rick Hanson, Ph. D., the
Wellspring Institute For Neuroscience and Contemplative Wisdom.
http://www.rickhanson.net/wp-content/files/SlidesHansonGoogle.pdf.
Accessed 05/06/2012.
3 “Le hasard ne favorise que les esprits prepares.” On December 7th,
1854, at the University of Lille in France, the first Dean of the Faculté des
Sciences (Science Faculty), Louis Pasteur, then only thirty-two years of age,
prepared to give his inaugural lecture.  The narrative of history would
remember Pasteur not only for his contributions to humanity as a 19th
century French microbiologist, chemist, pioneer of the germ theory of
disease and inventor of the process of pasteurization and vaccinations
against anthrax and rabies, but for his insight into the nature and process of
scientific discovery during his lecture, equally applicable to our
development of mindfulness.
4 Colonel John Boyd.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Boyd_(military_strategist). Accessed
05/06/2012.
5 Colonel Jeff Cooper. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Cooper.  Accessed
05/06/2012.
6 Colloquially known by the phrase, “When the shit hits the fan.”  
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